LaBac - 1980
Basic Tilt Chair

The BITC (Basic Tilt Chair) features a system that tilts from 0° to a full 45°. This tilt range is not dependent on the frame's position in space, allowing the widest range of tilt compared to any chair in its category. The BITC also allows the back angle to be set between 90° and 110° to accommodate a variety of clients. The seat depth adjustment of 16” to 18” makes fine tuning of the chair simple. The combination of 3/4” round frame tubing plus the lower cross members allows easy mounting of after market seating systems and drop seat assemblies.

**Standard On BITC**
- 45° tilt mechanism
- 20° back angle adjustment
- Solid seat
- Seat widths from 14” to 20”
- Adjustable seat depths from 16” to 18”
- Back heights of 18” or 22”
- Rigid contoured back
- Adjustable height desk armrests with flat pads
- Multi-mountain casters
- 24” x 1 1/2” mag pneumatic rear wheels with 21” nonmels
- Three rear wheel lock positions

**Manual Wheelchairs**
- 8” solid front casters
- 70° or 90° fixed angle footrests
- Oversize footplates
- Flat calf pads and rigid mounts
- Adjustable height spreader bar
- Toggle brakes
- Dual trigger brakes
- Anti-tippers
- Frame colors: black, blue, red, yellow, orange, jade, white, silver or red
- Upholstery colors: black, gray, blue, red or burgundy

LaBac Systems
We Cover A Lot Of Ground
Manual Tilt Chair

The MTC (Manual Tilt Chair) is the first to offer a full 50° tilt. The sturdy construction and many standard features like anti-tippers and dual trigger releases, make the MTC one of the safest, most durable tilt chairs available. The large selection of options and compatible accessories will suit the needs of most users without customising an entire system. The 45° range of back angle adjustment is designed for ease of client positioning. Our Universal Seat Frame makes seat adjustments and system upgrades simple and cost effective.

Standard On MTC
- 50° tilt mechanism
- 40° of back angle adjustment
- Solid seat
- Universal Seat Frame
- Contoured Solid Back
- Back heights from 16" to 25"
- Adjustable Height Desk Arms
- Choice of flat arm pad size
- Seat widths from 14" to 20"
- Adjustable seat depths from 14" to 18"
- 70° or 90° Fixed Angle Footrests
- Flat calf pads with rigid mount
- Overseat footplates

Manual Wheelchairs
- MultiMount Base
- 20" mag pneumatic wheel assemblies
- Toggle brakes
- 8" solid frame casters
- Wrap-around push handle
- Anti-Tippers
- Contoured Headrest, height, depth and angle adjustable
- Dual trigger release
- Choice of frame color: black, blue, teal, yellow, lavender, pink, white, silver or red
- Choice of upholstery color: black, gray, blue, red or burgundy
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Manual Tilt & Recline Chair

Manual Wheelchairs

- Flat catt's with n-grid mounts
- Extra wheel assemblies
- 8" castor front casters
- Dual trigger release
- Anti-Tippers
- Contoured Headrest - adjustable
- Frame colors: black, blue, white, silver or red
- Upholstery colors: black, grey, blue, red or burgundy

Standard On MT&RC
- Manual Tilt & Recline Chair
- Solid seat
- Universal Seat Frame
- Contoured Solid Back
- 40" tilt mechanism
- 5DS (Reduction Shear Recliner)
- Back height from 16" to 25"
- Seat widths from 14" to 20"
- Adjustable seat depths from 14" to 18"
- Low Profile Arms w/ flat pads
- 2" or 2.5" Fixed Angle Footrests
- Oversize footplates

MT&RC

Manual Tilt & Recline Chair
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Pediatric Tilt Chair

The new PTC (Pediatric Tilt Chair) offers more versatility and standard features. Designed with a growing child in mind, the standard PTC offers an adjustable seat depth, plus the width can be easily and inexpensively modified. The sturdy aluminum frame and all lightweight components allow a base weight of only 32 lbs. Combined with our standard fold-down back and height adjustable stroller handle, this chair can be easily handled and transported. The PTC's optional stroller handle offers a height and angle adjustable design for convenient use even on a tilted position. Lowered cross members allow after-market seating to be added easily and with very few modifications.

**Standard On PTC**
- Solid contoured back
- Aluminum rear frame
- 65° tilt mechanism
- 28" back angle adjustment (90° to 105°)
- Seat widths from 16" to 16"
- Adjustable seat depths from 10" to 10"
- Back heights from 12" to 18"
- Fold-down back assembly.

**Manual Wheelchairs**
- New, redesigned stroller handle
- Adjustable height desk arms
- Flat arm pads
- Toggle brakes
- 40° fixed angle footrest
- Anti-tippers
- Dual trigger releases
- 6" solid front casters
- 12.5" mag pneumatic wheels
- Frame colors: black, blue, teal, yellow, lavender, pink, white, silver or red
- Upholstery colors: black, gray, blue, red or burgundy
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